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Summary
Moisha ransomware based on .Net was first mentioned in mid-August, along with the
PT_MOISHA team, the threat actor behind it. This ransomware was developed to carry
out very targeted attacks, as indicated by its ransom note. The threat actor uses doubleextortion techniques to encrypt and exfiltrate victim data.
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Technical Details
#1

Moisha is dropped either by phishing or using social engineering methods.
The ransomware then begins encryption by creating a global mutex to
ensure that only one malware is running at once on the victim's system.

#2

A list of running processes is then checked by the ransomware and
terminated if they are active. Using PowerShell and VSSadmin, Moisha
disables Microsoft Defender Antivirus' real-time protection and deletes
shadow copies.

#3

In the next step, the malware identifies the system drive and enumerates the
files and folders inside it. A new thread is then created to encrypt the files. A
ransom note is dropped in the folder before the encryption process begins
using the hardcoded Base64 content.

#4

If victims want to recover their encrypted files, the ransom note instructs
them to contact the threat actors via their Moisha ID of TOX Messenger.

Indicator of Compromise (IOC)
TYPE

VALUE

MD5

d197883d8745a61fe25aebea85622a65

SHA1

5d22d359e7b8dc70ccf5e369fb07f2e0960ef76f

SHA256

b3ebc327773f5f846deeb1255475644a630c4d0d3b4eda3bbf995a36
599c07cf
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What Next?
Book a free demo with HivePro Uni5 to check your exposure to
this advisory. HivePro Uni5 is a Continuous Threat Exposure
Management Solution that proactively reduces an organization’s
attack surface before it gets exploited.

At Hive Pro we take a long hard look at your vulnerabilities so you
can bolster your defenses and fine-tune your offensive
cybersecurity tactics.
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